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Nov. 23,1981

The Nuclear Regulatory Commissien -

Washington CG

Gentlemer.;
I ar. writing in regards to your recent decision to revoke the Diablo Canyon

operating permit. If this action was taken to assure that minor design errors have been
c::rvected,it may have some logic, but if the intentien is to require a design review, it
can not be justified.

The facility was reviewed (nearly to death) over the past ten years, then redesigned
when an imaginary fault was conveniently found in a belated attempt to kill the project.
It is cbvious that at this point much of the plant has been overdesigned by the builder
in an effort to overcome these handicaps Your group approved these designs, so they must
be adequate. If construction errors were made, they should be corrected, and the start-up
should continue.

Althcugh I don't have the press coverage available to the " Abalone Alliance" or
Jerry " Governor Macnbeam" Brown,I am a PGLE custcmer who will share the burden of -

thousands of dollars for each day operation of the plant is delayed.
It is imperative you balance the cries of possible impending doom from the *

"Nervcus Nellies" with the power requirements of the region, and the proven safety record
of the Nuclear Power industry. Even after the monumental cperating errors at TMI_, ntone
was injured. -' I f

Imrge you to expedite the operation of Diablo Canyon.f
[' / , / .[ Sincerely, , p@. \
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November 24,1981 d'IdC5 ;;vp~'

Nuclear Regulatory Commission
Washington, D.C. 20510

Gentlemen:

Our local newspaper indicates that the NRC has voted
to deny licensure to the nuclear reactor at Diablo
Canyon here in California. I find this a deplorable
response to an idiotic policy by our state government
which will be rectified comes the next election. This
is a totally irresponsible response on the part of the
federal government and should be rectified as quickly
as possible. It is our opinion that the contribution
of nuclear power to encrgy shortage should be apparent
to all and will help to reduce electrical bills so that
the poor can afford the simpler amenities of life.

Respectfully yours,
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